Here are some of the tape sets I would recommend for help with building relationships:

The Art of Exceptional Living
By Jim Rohn

How To Be A No Limit Person
By Wayne Dyer

See You At The Top
By Zig Ziglar

Photo Reading Whole Mind System
By Paul R. Scheele

Mind Mapping
By Michael Gelb

Mega Memory
By Kevin Trudeau

The Secrets of Power Negotiating
By Roger Dawson

The Psychology of Achievement
By Brian Tracy

Mega Memory
By Kevin Trudeau

Unlimited Power
By Anthony Robbins

The Science of Self Discipline
By Kerry L. Johnson

Secrets of Super-achievers
By The Million Dollar Round Table Members
Your Secret Wealth
By Jay Abraham

The Psychology of Winning
The New Dynamics Of Goal Setting
Both by Denis Waitley

AND THERE ARE SO MANY MORE

You can get all these tapes from Nightingale-Conant
www.Nightingale.com